"The dog days of summer aren't so bad with Penn A-4. Just ask my sidekick Bogey."

"When the thermometer rises in July and August, Penn A-4 performs its best. Members can't believe how true and consistent these greens putt even in summer heat. They go out of their way to compliment me on these greens—which is great to hear from members who play worldwide.

"The best part is we don't have to beat our brains out to keep them that way. I treat all greens the same over the entire course, and the first green puts the same as the 18th. With weekly light topdressings, our greens putt consistently every day of the week. I've found that Penn A-4 withstands more foot traffic than other bents—a definite plus since half our rounds are played walking with caddies.

"Sometimes these greens surprise even me. Heck! Even Bogey knows there's something special about Penn A-4 creeping bent. During our hot, humid summer months, Penn A-4 makes work—and play—just that much better."

Dan Marco, CGCS, superintendent
Country Club of Detroit

Penn A-4 is one of the Penn Pals™, which include Penncross, Penneagle, PennLinks, Penn A-1, Penn A-2, Penn G-1, Penn G-2, Penn G-3, Seaside II, Pennway blend, NuPenn blend, and PennTrio blend.

Penn A-4 is one of the Penn Pals™, which include Penncross, Penneagle, PennLinks, Penn A-1, Penn A-2, Penn G-1, Penn G-2, Penn G-3, Seaside II, Pennway blend, NuPenn blend, and PennTrio blend.
If you’re not using 26GT®, you’re probably spending too much.

Too much time. Too much money. And you aren’t getting better brown patch or dollar spot control for your extra investment, either. Switch to 26GT® and improve your situation on all three counts. 26GT acts fast and hits hard, starting to knock down mycelium within 24 hours of application - even when the disease is at the height of its power. (Faster knockdown means faster turf recovery, of course.) 26GT lasts longer than the competition, too: Fourteen days or more, twice as long as chlorothalonil. And broad-spectrum 26GT works as both a preventative and a curative against dollar spot and brown patch.

Could we make it any easier? Sure: You can tankmix 26GT with other fungicides (we have a few that’ll work nicely) for season-long control.

Remarkably, all this efficacy and efficiency will actually cost you about 32% less than what you’d spend for chlorothalonil. Save more, and get more. Use 26GT.
There are thousands of reasons golfers miss putts. (One less if you use Greens Grade.)

Milorganite Greens Grade offers all the benefits of an organic fertilizer – a nonburning formula with slow-release nitrogen – only in smaller particles. Which means it won’t disrupt putts after it’s applied. It settles into the turf canopy virtually unnoticed.

But the results won’t be. As for three or four putts? Who or what is blamed is anyone’s guess. But it certainly won’t be the fertilizer.

For more details, visit milorganite.com or call 1-800-287-9645.
Now there’s a better solution. Odorless Primo MAXX®.

A clearly superior formulation with no odor.
Primo MAXX is a microemulsion formulation—it contains no petroleum solvents. Allowing you to apply a PGR that’s as clear as water, and odorless as well.

Easy to use.
Primo MAXX won’t crystallize, settle out in the spray tank, or clog spray filters. And it can easily be tank mixed with pesticides and fertilizers. In addition to its ease of use, its label signal word is CAUTION.

Excellent pre-stress conditioning.
Prepare your course in advance for an entire season of wear and weather. Primo MAXX helps create denser, healthier turf to protect against the extremes of heat, rain, drought, and heavy traffic. Which is why over 120 tournament courses depend on Primo MAXX.

To learn more about Primo MAXX, call 1-800-395-TURF to contact your local Syngenta sales representative.

Important: Always read and follow label instructions before purchasing or using these products. ©2001 Syngenta. Syngenta Professional Products, Greensboro, NC 27419.

Award®, Banner MAXX®, Barricade®, Daconil®, Heritage®, MAXX®, Primo® and Subdue® are trademarks of Syngenta.
The rough can indeed be rough on a trim mower, especially one that has a problem with balance. But the John Deere 2653A Utility Mower is a machine born of stability and simplicity. It features wide, low profile turf tires for excellent stability and superior performance in rugged conditions. For extra traction, a standard hydraulic weight transfer comes to the rescue. And the reel pump and cutting unit motor sizes have been increased for better cutting performance. The 2653A is also anything but rough on the operator: an adjustable high-back seat, power steering, and 2-pedal traction drive make for a comfortable yet productive day on the course. To test drive the machine that makes mole hills out of mountains, visit your local John Deere distributor or call 1-800-537-8233.
Your business card says Course Superintendent.
But your heart says something else.

It takes special talent to make a golf course a thing of beauty. It takes determination, technical skill - and the creative touch of an artist. It also helps to have quality turf fertilizers and control products. And that's what you'll get from The Andersons™. Today we offer an expanded line of turf management products that provide exceptional quality, consistency and performance. We offer the services of highly experienced technical personnel and a nationwide distributor network. Above all, we share your passion for your profession - and your art. For information and assistance, call 1-800-225-2639 or visit our Web site at www.andersongolfproducts.com.

Andersons
Golf Products
The groundwork for excellence™
Where can I find environmentally safe fertilizers?

I need a new mower.

What are you looking for?

Who offers management services?

How do I control grubs?

I’m ready to overseed. Who sells ryegrass?
Here's where to find it.

www.golfcoursenews.com

Online Buyer’s Guide

- Searchable
- Comprehensive
- Always up-to-date

The only online reference in the industry!
The GreensGroomer's Patented design uses 14 separate brushes to move the sand in all directions, gently rubbing it in and filling aeration holes without scuffing or bruising the turf.

"This one pass system is an effective grains-keeper, greens brushed every 2-4 days, top-dress every 8-10 days and finish in 2-3 hours without interruption to the golfing schedule."

Mark Wilson, CGCS, Valhalla Golf Club

GreensGroomer
WorldWide, Inc.
TURF CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Free Video Available
Call (888) 298-8852
or Fax (317) 298-8852
Introducing the industry’s lightest 7-gang mowers. Weighing in at roughly 750 pounds less than other 7-gang mowers, the Jacobsen LF-4675 and LF-4677 models are the lightest available. Plus, you get a legendary Jake cut that stretches across nearly 140 inches — about 40% wider than with a 5-gang mower. While these 7-gangs may be new, their 22-inch cutting reels and chassis are not. In fact, both models are built on the same time-tested chassis as our popular LF-3400 and LF-3800 fairway mowers, so you’ll get the same reliable performance. Not to mention, those fairways will be cross-cut in no time — without the worry of leaving tire tracks behind. For more information or a free demonstration, call 1-888-922-TURF or visit www.ttcsp.textron.com.

COVER MORE
TERRITORY WITHOUT LEAVING TRACKS BEHIND.

JACOBSEN
TEXTRON

Precision Cut. Legendary Performance.